Q8520 QUINCY (10/3/1976-9/5/1983) [TV SERIES]

Series summary: Story of Dr. R. Quincy (Klugman), a medical examiner in the Los Angeles coroner’s office, who prefers detective work to lab work.

Shadow of death (2/24/1982)

Credits: director, Georg Fenady; writer, Jeri Taylor.
Cast: Jack Klugman, John S. Ragin, Robert Ito.
Summary: An ex-nurse, who served in Vietnam and suffered nightmares because of it, is found dead in her apartment. Her best friend, who was also a nurse in Vietnam, tries to help Quincy find the killer but has PTSD problems of her own. She suffers her own nightmares from the war and begins to fall deeper into depression and alcohol.

Taylor, Jeri. The shadow of death [script] (57 p.) [Annenberg Script Archive, script number QUINCY129]
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